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theraNdomspace:  

Beauty through 
Scared eyeS

Silliman UniverSity (SU) donated 1 million pesos to 
Dansalan College Foundation incorporated (DCFi) in marawi 
City after the five-month  war devastated the city.

DCFi President, Fedelinda tawagon, in a letter thanked the 
university for granting financial assistance to the faculty and 
staff of the college who became victims of the marawi siege. 

in the same letter containing the liquidation of the 
donation, a total of 65 qualified recipients  received 

SU donates P1M to 
Dansalan College, Marawi

VP Tagle: Unpaid council fees should 
not hamper enrolment

QueuiNg. Long lines greet parents and students who want to settle their accounts for the enrollment period. PHOTO by Angelica Gomez

VPAA, IEMS Director named 
Outstanding NegOrenses 2017

Silliman UniverSity (SU) vice President 
for academic affairs (vPaa) and Director of the 
institute of environmental & marine Sciences 
were named as Outstanding negOrenses awardees 
(Ona) 2017.

Ona is given to acknowledge men and 
women from negros Oriental who have 
contributed to the development of, or have 

SU students design Buglasan booth
three FiFth year architecture students from Silliman 
University designed Dumaguete City booth for Buglasan 
Festival 2017 last October..

Cay louise Kirit, Paul Konrad hupa, and Jerrymar Jamilla 
designed a pedicab-inspired booth symbolizing “Byaheng 
Dumaguete.” 

Kirit said that the idea came from the fact that 
Dumaguete is a gateway to many tourist attractions 
in negros Oriental and it is also sometimes dubbed as 

SU Basketball 
teams bag 
awards in 

UniGames 
2017

the Silliman  UniverSity 
(SU) Stallions basketball men and 
women placed fourth and third 
respectively in the  22nd Philippine 
University Games (UniGames) in 
Dumaguete City.

Stallions bested seven other teams 
in Basketball men, finishing off in 
the fourth place following rizal 
technological University (rtU) 
(1st place), Systems technology 
institute – West negros University 
(Sti – WnU) (2nd place), and 
hercor College (hC) (3rd place). 

On the other hand, SU basketball 
women garnered the third place 
out of three contenders. rizal 
technological University (rtU) 
bagged 1st place, followed by 
negros Oriental State University 
(nOrSU).

meanwhile, SU also sent 
contestants for volleyball 
men and Women. 

Chrisse Martha B.  Gi l lesania
News Wri ter

Qs
for dr. 

caLuMPoNg

twsFeaTures

Silliman UniverSity (SU) 
vice President for Finance and 
administration (vPFa) Fe marie 
tagle pointed out in an interview 
last nov. 13 that council fees cannot 
be made a condition for enrolment, 
hence, “enrolment should (proceed) 
regardless of student’s responsibilities 
in the council.”

Council fees include membership 
fees, fines or sanctions, etc. a 
memorandum from the vPFa was 

released on June 14, 2016 saying “non-
payment of these fees should not 
be made a basis for non-admission, 
non-promotion or non-issuance of 
clearance to a student. 

last nov. 6, a Facebook from  
junior economics majorDale 
Casocot said,“Student councils for 
the most part are useless and should 
be abolished.”Casocot narrated that 
to be officially enrolled,  he had  to 
present a clearance and receipt to the 

college secretary to prove he had paid 
council fees and fines.

he said he was also made to buy six 
bottles of energy drink plus a pack of 
chocolate bars.

“The council is in open violation 
of established university policy  and 
should be condemned for it,” he said. 

Dean of Students Dr. edna t. 

Calingacion clarified that collection 
of fines and other student council fees 
is allowed but should not  hamper 
enrolment of a student.

She also said the fines should be 
“discussed and agreed upon by the 
general assembly of the  college and 
not just by the officers themselves.”

however,  CBa student council 
governor, Jolina Sinco, said, they 
found it very effective to collect 
council fees by asking the dean’s 

office not to officially enrol students 
until they have paid the council fees. 
moreover, she  clarified  that out of 
the seven required activities of CBa, 
only one was organized and funded 
by the student council. The others 
were university  activities that called 
for student participation and were not 
made part of the council fee. Sinco 
said the energy drink and 
chocolate bars will be given 
to CBa athletes during the 

Ray Chen S.  Bahinting
Edi tor- In-Chief
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“Have you noticed improvements or actions 
taken by your college representatives or student 

councils in the previous semester?”
I think student leaders are trying their best to meet their constituents’ expectations. However, 
there are factors that affect the implementation of programs and services. One of it is the 
decreasing in number of population in small colleges because of K+12. Student orgs. might collect 
small amount that won’t compensate their target budget in implementing such project.
Eugene Jamandron, Bachelor of Mass Communication - Iv

I really haven’t felt any improvement or seen any actions taken by our college reps and our college 
council in the last semester.
Sure, they are visible during important events, especially the recent SUFA strike. But I felt that 
they should be doing more to increase pressure on the SU administration for transparency on 
the fees, such as the aircon fees and others. I know that is a big task, but that is also one of their 
responsibilities as our representatives: to be our voice and to fight for our rights as students.
royd Edcel Chan, BS foreign affairs II

Frankly, no. I hate to say it but I don’t really feel our college representatives. It’s like we elected 
them just to be a brand. An image to represent our college but not really a working body. But our 
own student council did a better job of not only pressing obvious efforts but also making sure that 
the students feel that we are one and integrated in the system. The council may not have been 
perfect at it but for me, they really did put up quite an effort in their services and I believe that’s 
something worth commendable. I also believe our college reps are putting up effort to push their 
resolutions and platforms but i guess it’s still not enough to be felt pa.
Ike B. Marcial, Bachelor of Science in Nursing III

These student leaders, in their defense, may have done some improvements to provide a great 
semester/year for the student body, but, in my opinion, I have not noticed any major improvements 
in the previous semester. Frankly speaking, it still feels like another “normal” year.
Glyndon G. ramos BBa Management III

Next Issue’s Question:
“With the decline of enrolment in the university, are you in favor of merging

 colleges in the  Intramurals 2017?”

               
               for your answers, just  scan the logo on the left or text the CIrculation Manager 
                                    (09759664662).  Indicate your full name (with middle initial), course and year. 

Follow the policy

there are a lot of things i 
look forward to on the first 
week of c lasses. after studying 
in Silliman for almost three 
years, i am already anticipating 
the flaunting of brand new 
outfits-of-the-day, groups 
of friends talking about 
spontaneous adventures, and 
most importantly, the teachers 
who fail to turn up on the first 
week of school, resulting to the 
ear ly dismissal of c lasses. all 
of these are as exciting as they 
are boring and infuriating.

What boggles me the most 
is that c lasses do not start on 
the day it was announced to 
“start.” it is either because 
the teacher is not around or 
the room is not available.  as 
a student who went to school 
only to know that there are no 
classes, i am left confused. 

the delay of the “official” 
start of c lasses causes a lot of 

hassle for the students. how?
time is wasted on 

traveling or walking to c lass. 
Other students have to travel 
to school and the time they 
spent on traveling could have 
been used for other fruitful 
activities.

Connected to that is the 
money that went to waste. 
Good for those students who 
live within or near the campus 
for they don’t have to spend 
a dime for transportation to 
school. For those who have to 
commute or spend money on 
gasoline, too bad they cannot 
get back the worth of the 
money they spent.

all of these made me 
question, why didn’t the 
university just announce for 
the c lasses to start next week 
knowing that teachers aren’t 
available yet and that students 
are stil l in the process of 

enrolling? i am only left with 
unanswered questions.

aside from all that, 
surely there are reasonable 
explanations why they were not 
able to show up on the first day 
of c lass. after all, they are the 
ones that constantly remind 
the student of the importance 
of attendance, right? there 
also a lot of underlying factors 
that we have to take into 
consideration like the flow 
of enrolment, the number of 
students of students that want 
to be accommodated, and so 
much more. 

Still, as students who are 
paying the school for their 
services, we also have to do our 
part. to get the worth of the 
money that our parents and 
ourselves pay the school, we 
have to use the resources that 
are provided for us within the 
campus. tWS

sillimaniansspeak
Compiled by Gresheen Gift Libby, Associate Editor-In-Chief

Carlee Cherokeeh T. Calingacion |   Just My Two Cents

  draiNage

“hoy bes kinsa may imong uyab 
ron?” pangutana sa usa ka higala, 
amigo ug amiga. makahimuot 
kay naglibog ka og unsa’y imong 
itubag. 

Dayon, dili gayod ka 
makapanghimakak kay seryoso 
man ang pangutana, usahay 
ipaagi nalang og binuang. Sa 
atong panimalay ampay gayod sa 
atong mga lolo ug lola, nanay ug 
tatay ug mga apo ang pagsunod sa 
mga teledrama ug Koreanovela. 

Kung mohilak gani ang bida 
nga artista, manghilak pod tag 
apil, kung maldita ang kontra 
bida, buot natong itunglo kini 
bisan sa tinuod nga kinabuhi. 
Daw sama sa nakita nako sa 
akong inahan kung unsa siya 
pagkatandog sa iyang mga nakita 
sa salida. 

nalipay ako kay nalingaw 
siya ug gisunod kini matag 
gabii. Kung mahitabo sa tinuod 
nga kinabuhi ang salida siguro 
lami kaayo kay duna ma’y 
happy ending. Panalagsaon ra 
ang kasubo. Kiligon gyud ka ni 
Kathryn Bernardo ug Daniel 
Padilla, ni enrique Gil ug liza 
Soberano, nindot ilang love story 

kay madasigon murag lupig pay 
baha di gyud kapugngan, sumala 
pa sa panultihon. 

madasigon ba imohang love 
life? o nagdamgo pa ka nga duna’y 
moabot? ayaw kabalaka kay 
moabot lang gayod ang imong 
gihandom nga paris pero siguro 
daghan pang mga katuigan ang 
molabay. Sagdae lang, hulat lang, 
pagtuon lang usa. 

Sa laing bahin usab, duna 
koy amiga nga daghang suitors, 
gikan sa tuo ug wala, bulak didto, 
tsokolate diri, ambungan gayod 
siya kay nagtalay sa messenger ug 
text ang mamisita, nagtulo ang 
mga laway, kung maghibalag naay 
nag-awto, duna’y nag motorsiklo 
ug naa usab nagpedikab. 

apan, katingalahan kay kung 
mangutana ko niya kung duna 
ba siya’y bf, tubagon ko niya 
nga “wala man”. nanghimakak 
ba siya o nagtug-an lang siya og 
duol sa kamatuoran? Patas ra 
gayod ang pagbanggi-banggi sa 
hitabo bahin sa uyab-uyab. Kay 
kung wala kay lDr, suitors, ug 
BF si amigang ambongan usab 
nagtimbang-timbang sa iyang 
kahiaguman kung kinsa para 

kaniya si mr. right. 
Bisan pa og naghigwaos ka 

kay gusto nimong makasinati 
og matagamtaman ang katam-is 
sa gugmang naghuro-huro, wala 
gihapo’y lakturanan sa tim-os 
nga kasingkasing ug katakos sa 
gugma kay bisan gani si amigang 
ambongan naghandom pa gayod 
og matinud-anong relasyon. 

Dili gayod ako mahiubos ug 
masuya kay dili pa man insaktong 
panahon nga tugutan ako nga 
makaagom sa maong pagbati. 
Busa tubagon ko lang ang 
pangutana kung duna ba ikaw o 
ako hinugugma? Garbo akong 
moingon nga,”wala! hulaton ko 
lang.” Sama usab nila ni lolo, lola, 
nanay, tatay ug apo nga gidasig 
sa mga artista sa teledrama ug 
Koreanovela, apan sa salida ra 
kutob. 

Si amigang ambongan 
nga naglutaw sa kawanangan 
ug naghulat sa iyang gituhoang 
“forever.” ayaw nag kontraha 
pa kay patas lang ang gugma. 
hatagi’g pahalipay ang kinabuhi 
nga magmakanunayon bisan sa 
kamingaw ug kadasig. tWS

Eugene Jamandron |   Pagmatuto

Patas sa gugma 
Photo from su.edu.ph

Questions for 
Dr. Hilconida 
Calumpong

Dr. hilconida Calumpong, professor of marine biology and Director of Silliman University 
institute of  environmental & marine Sciences was  awarded  most Outstanding negOrenses 
2017 in the field of Science and environment. (The other SU awardee is vPaa Dr. Betsy Joy B. 
tan.) here is Dr. Calumpong’s interview with ray Chen S. Bahinting, editor-in-Chief

1. how do you measure success?
I think measuring success is looking at your goals. So what is your goal in life? If you have achieved this 
goal then you are successful. It is not how much money you earn.

2. how do you cope with frustrations?
I watch TV. I do gardening. I don’t normally go to work on weekends because I do gardening. You know, 
just doing little things like doing my bonsai, get the weeds out, do my herbal garden. At night, I normally 
watch TV and if I’m frustrated with something, I do not dwell on it. I do something else. 

3. Describe yourself in three words.
I’m dedicated, goal oriented, and of course I’m passionate.

4. Do you have any social media accounts?
I don’t have any social media account. I don’t really like social media. The only thing that I do is email and 
I’m not sure if that’s considered social media. I can do skyping for work but I don’t really like to look at 
what other people are doing, what they are eating and what they do. I think it’s a total waste of my time.

5. What makes you sad?
When something is wrong like illness with any member of my family, I feel sad. It also makes me sad when 
there are students who are supposed to do something but they don’t achieve it; if they have potential but 
na wasted lang for some reason. It makes me sad that we have resources 
but we are not really using the resources and we are not 
really optimizing some things and get wasted; that makes 
me sad. 
6. What makes you happy?
If I achieve something, it makes me happy. I also become happy because little things. If I see my flowers 
blossom, I feel happy. But if they die it makes me sad. I’m an easy person. I get happy with little things. 

7. When will you stop working?
I don’t know. I always say I’m going to retire but of course I have to stop teaching at Silliman when I’m 
65 because that’s mandated by law. But I do not know if I’ll ever stop working. 

8. Did you give up anything for success?
Of course. I always think life is a compromise. For example, I wanted to be a doctor, a 
medical doctor. In college I was a national scholar so my parents didn’t have to spend for me. There were 
nine of us in the family. I was number four so when I was in college I also had my siblings who were also 
in school. Although my mother was a teacher and my father was a policeman, if you have nine children 
and you want them all to go to school, it was kind of hard. So if I go to medical school, my father said my 
siblings will stop schooling. There was no scholarship for medicine at that time. 

9. What is one thing that people should learn about the current state of our ocean today?
They should learn that the ocean is dependent on what [the people] do. Because if there is no people, then 
the ocean can have its natural evolutionary cycle. But because we are doing something with the ocean, we 

have actually hastening the changes. So instead ang changes niya is every million years, karon maybe ang 
changes is in every 30 years. People should know that the ocean and the people are all living together in 
this planet. And what the people have to learn is that the generosity of the ocean 
is not infinite. 
 It’s give and take. There is a limit to what the ocean can give and tolerate. We take for granted the air we 
breathe, the ocean, and the water. But they are actually reacting to what we do. 

10. how will you reverse climate change?
I don’t think it’s really reversible that we go back to what the climate a million years ago. What we can do 
is we should not be denying what is causing all of these. One of the major causes are our activities like the 
use of fossil fuels, farming practices, and burning that emit gasses into the atmosphere. These activities are 
hastening the changes in our atmosphere and that is really what’s causing climate change. Carbon dioxide, 
methane gas and all these other greenhouse gasses form a very thin film around the Earth. Because gasses 
are small particles and they form this thin layer around the Earth just like a glass. So when the sun shines 
on the Earth, all that radiation goes to the Earth but heat, a long wave radiation, bounces back to the film 
so all that heat goes back to the Earth. That heat will be absorbed by the ocean. So the ocean temperature 
increases. And so when it increases, its circulation is changed. And it also changes the wind patterns. So 
mao nang naa tay typhoons, and extreme events like storms. Ocean drives the wind patterns. For example, 
if you go 30 degrees north of the equator, kanang hangin going North brings moisture. If it goes back from 
the 30 degrees, it brings all that moisture and didto na niya ibundak dapit sa equator that is why we are 
called tropical rainforest. Mao ng 30 degrees above the equator, naa didto ng mga desert kay wala man 
silay ulan. All of these are called by this temperature changes. 

Knowing that, we should really look for alternative sources such as wind, solar, that do not use fossil 
fuels.  Because the CO2 emission is less. Now are poisoned by a lot of carbon dioxide because it causes these 
changes. We are working very hard to reduce the temperature of the Earth and one way is to reduce the 
use of fossil fuels mao tong Paris conventions. If average annual temperature increases by 2 degrees, it 
will become irreversible. It would be like in a car, nga magkainit then magkainit. Because the increase in 
heat is logarithmic not arithmetic. (10-100-10000). We are trying to slow down all of these increase in 
temperature since it has increased already. 

I do not know if we can still reverse climate change. Are we working fast enough, are we working 

hard 
enough?  A lot of governments are still not heeding the 

warning of the scientists that indeed we should really do something fast. 
But 

now, people are realizing with the presence of more cyclones and hurricanes in the US and in Europe 
and even in the Philippines, the pattern has changed. So I think we should heed the science of the 
environment.

11.  how will you tell a five-year old child to protect the ocean?
I will tell that five-year-old kid that the ocean is part of your life. Think of it as your family. You protect 
your member of the family; you have to protect the ocean. The ocean gives you food, oxygen, and water.

12. Will the earth heal from all the destructions it faces today?

I’m an optimist so I hope so. The planet lives on but whether humanity 
will live on with the way they are abusing the planet, I 
really do not know but I hope so. tWS 

it is no longer a surprise that despite of the existing university policy, some 
student councils still use enrolment to force students to take part in the 
student council undertakings. Unfortunately, student council fees and 

fines have been used by various colleges in the university to hamper enrolment 
of students. in the case of College of Business administration, most of their 
students are exposed to this malpractice. yet out of the hundreds of students, 
one frustrated student dared to publicize a statement in protest of the situation. 
This caused an uproar in social media. 

Despite the fuzz, the university administration is unaware of what is 
happening. hence, the issue remains in the battleground and what the 
administration did was to only throw theoretical rather than empirical 
solutions.  

 after the administration pointed out that council fees should not hamper 
enrolment, it failed to ensure enforcement of the policy and left the students 
to suffer the consequences of non-enforcement. indeed, it is not only unjust 
but also illegal that enrolment is denied due to unsettled council fees. after all, 
enrolment is an academic affair and should be independent of outside factors 
such as the student’s duty as a council member. 

moreover, not all Sillimanians are financially capable of paying council fees. 
There are also other reasonable factors why some students fail to contribute 
time, money, or effort for the activities. The student council officers have the 
obligation to unite the body in an agreement including the set of activities 
they will have. But how can these officers ensure students to comply with the 
agreement when they have no hold over them? The administration gave one 
solution: Be creative. how?

While intramurals is fast approaching, officers have to juggle the act of 
preparing for their set of activities and at the same time execute creative ways 
to encourage students to pay to support the athletes. The officers are caught in 
between forcing the students to pay or nothing at all. The complex situation 
leaves us with more pressing questions. how will we balance the interests 
of students in collecting student council fees? Do we need to look back and 
reevaluate our priorities as a university? maybe the administration needs to 
literally get off their chairs and make sure that the colleges respect and follow 
the policy. 

Climate change and its impact on the oceans

22 scientists from around the world—including Silliman University’s 
Hilconida Calumpong, Ph.D.—submitted to the UN General Assembly 
in late 2015 their report as the Ad Hoc Working Group  on the Regular 
Process for Global Reporting and Assessment of the State of the Marine 
Environment, including Socioeconomic Aspects. Here are some excerpts:
Coral reefs 

Corals are subject to “bleaching” when the seawater temperature 
is too high: they lose the symbiotic algae that give coral its colour 
and part of its nutrients. Severe, prolonged or repeated bleaching 
can lead to the death of coral colonies. an increase of only 1°C 
to 2°C above the normal local seasonal maximum can induce 
bleaching. many heat-stressed or bleached corals subsequently die 
from coral diseases.

rising temperatures have accelerated bleaching and mass 
mortality during the past 25 years. The bleaching events in 1998 
and 2005 caused high coral mortality at many reefs, with little sign 
of recovery.  Global analysis shows that this widespread threat has 
significantly damaged most coral reefs around the world. Where 
recovery has taken place, it has been strongest on reefs that were 
highly protected from human pressures. however, temperature 
increase is outpacing recovery.

losses of coral reefs can have negative effects on  fish 
production and fisheries, coastal protection, ecotourism and 
other community uses of coral reefs. Current scientific data and 
modeling predict that most of the world’s tropical and subtropical 
coral reefs, particularly those in shallow waters, will suffer from 
annual bleaching by 2050, and will eventually become functionally 
extinct as sources of goods and services. This will have not only 
profound effects on small island developing States and subsistence 
fishermen in low-latitude coastal areas, but also locally significant 
effects even in major economies, such as that of the United States.

Captures of fish stocks at levels above maximum sustainable 
yield

 Globally, the levels of capture fisheries are near the 
ocean’s productive capacity, with catches on the order of 80 million 
tons. exploitation inevitably reduces total population biomass 
through removals. as long as the fish stock can compensate 
through increased productivity because the remaining individuals 
face less competition for access to food and therefore grow 
faster and produce more progeny, then fishing can be sustained. 
however, when the rate of exploitation becomes faster than 
the stock can compensate through increasing growth and 
reproduction, the removal level becomes unsustainable and the 
stock declines.

The concept of “maximum sustainable yield” (is) entrenched in 
international legal instruments such as the Un Convention on the 
law of the Sea.

at present, about a quarter of all assessed fish stocks are being 
overfished and more are still recovering from past overfishing. This 
is undermining the contribution that they could make to food 
security. ending overfishing is a precondition for allowing stocks 
to rebuild. Other stocks may still be categorized as “fully exploited” 
despite being on the borderline of overfishing. Those could 
produce greater yields if effectively managed.

There are only a few means available to increase yields. ending 
overfishing, eliminating illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing, 
bringing all fishery yields under effective management and rebuilding 
depleted resources may result in an increase of as much as 20 per cent 
in potential yield, provided that the transitional economic and social 
costs of rebuilding depleted stocks can be addressed.

Overfishing can also undermine the biodiversity needed to sustain 
marine ecosystems. Without careful management, such impacts 
on biodiversity will endanger some of the most vulnerable human 
populations and marine habitats around the world, as well as threaten 
food security and other important socioeconomic aspects (such as 
livelihoods). – Excerpted by SU Research and Environmental News 
Service

FIRST WORLD OCEANS REPORT REVISITED
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uNigames 2017: All smiles for the Silliman University Men and Women’s Basketball 
Team after placing fourth and third at the Philippine University Games last October 
23-28 in Dumaguete City. PHOTOS by Kyle Jesman Manzano

intramurals. 
nonetheless, she said that they are 

not strict in imposing such collection 
scheme, especially among working 
students and  scholars. 

according to her, they accept 
promissory notes and payment on  
installment basis.

vPFa tagle said the 
administration is not aware if this 
practice in fact has been going on, 
but she said administration has been 
reminding deans and student council 
officers against it.“We have to follow 
the procedure. We have been saying 
that it cannot be made as a condition, 
a step that could hamper enrolment 
in the university,” she said.

 tagle said violation of this 

policy could be subject to discipline, 
and any complaints regarding the 
matter should be done in writing. 
She said:The students should 
be brave enough to report these 
instances.Student can make the 
stand  and say you cannot hold my 
enrolment because i haven’t paid my 
fees.”

Creative Way
Since council fees cannot be made 

a condition for enrolment, vPFa 
tagle said student councils should be 
“creative in collecting the fees.”

moreover, tagle encouraged all 
students  to participate in college 
activities.

“it makes life more exciting 
in college to participate in 
these activities. and for this activity 
to be possible, you will have to support 
including giving your contributions 
for these activities.”

VPAA, IEMS Director named Outstanding NegOrenses 2017
Silliman UniverSity 
(SU) vice President for academic 
affairs (vPaa) and Director of 
the institute of environmental & 
marine Sciences were named as 
Outstanding negOrenses awardees 
(Ona) 2017.

Ona is given to acknowledge 
men and women from negros 
Oriental who have contributed to 
the development of, or have shown 
exemplary service to, a community 
for having touched people’s lives in 
love and service.

vPaa Betsy Joy tan, who comes 
from the city of Guihulngan, was 
honored in the field of educational 
leadership; while Dr. hilconida 
Calumpong of Sibulan  received the 
award in the field of Science and 
environment.

“This award is for the school, 
for my colleagues and for the whole 
team. all of them had a role to play 
in my journey to where i am today. 
The whole success was indeed a team 
effort and i am really thankful to the 
lord for these individuals,” tan said. 

She was in the US when she 

heard about this award. 
“When Dr. eJ (earl Jude 

l. Cleope) told me about the 
nomination, i just gave out a laugh. 
you know, at my age i just kept 
doing what i wanted to do,  did the 
right things through the motto via, 
veritaS vita and that is The 
Way, The truth and The life and 
trusted God to wherever he may 
bring me,” tan added.

tan has long beenserving the 
University, as professor and Dean of 
the College of education, Director 
of instruction, beforeher current 
post as vice President for academic 
affairs.

asked what is her advice to the 
youth, tan said they should  help the 
community,  be a church volunteer, 
and to follow your heart. 

“That is how you become a 
leader,” she added. 

On the other hand, Calumpong 

isamong the  25 experts from 
around the world who were chosen 
to compose the United nations 
Group of experts to do  the regular 
Process for the Global reporting of 
the State of marine environment  
including Socio-economic aspects.

She is the only Filipino scientist 
in that pool of experts. 

a professor in marine biology 
and Director of the institute of 
environmental and marine Studies, 
she has over 40 years of scientific 
research experience.

“to me, it is just a recognition 
of the contribution that i have done 
to the province of negros Oriental,” 
Calumpong said of her award. 

Despite her notable 
achievements, Calumpong said 
that her contributions for example, 
in coastal management, giving 
lectures about marine environment 
and planting “little trees,” are just 
“small.”

“i think they just want to 
recognize champions in negros 
Oriental that people can look up to 
and be inspired,” she added.tWS

Meilynne Gem C .  Sonjaco
News Wri ter

Ray Chen S.  Bahinting
Edi tor- In-Chief

SU donates P1M to 
Dansalan College, Marawi

VP Tagle... from page 1

S i l l i m a n 
U n i v er S i t y 
(SU) donated 1 
million pesos to Dansalan College 
Foundation incorporated (DCFi) in 
marawi City after the five-month  
war devastated the city.

DCFi President, Fedelinda 
tawagon, in a letter thanked the 
university for granting financial 
assistance to the faculty and staff of 
the college who became victims of the 
marawi siege. 

in the same letter containing the 
liquidation of the donation, a total 
of 65 qualified recipients  received 
P10,000 each from the financial aid 
by the university. 

Seven other teachers who were held 
hostage by the maute group were 
given P50, 000 each. 

 “We are happy and grateful to 
know you are in solidarity with us,” 
tawagon said. 

Dansalan College 
is run by the United 
Church of Christ in 

the Philippines.
SU Office of information and 

Publication Director, mark raygan 
Garcia, said: “The impact on Dansalan 
College was really severe. The primary 
problem that people in marawi 
experienced was really displacement.

“They had no food to eat. They had 
no shelter. So that [P1 million] was 
just a form of assistance given by the 
university to the teachers of Dansalan 
College,” Garcia added. 

last September, some SU senior 
high students and faculty spent time 
with some of the displaced victims of 
marawi war .

While the Federation of muslims 
Students in Silliman University 
organized a fund raising event, “run 
for marawi,” to help students of DCFi 
and some evacuees in iligan City.tWS

Ray Chen S.  Bahinting
Edi tor- In-Chief

however, both teams only managed 
to reach the elimination round of 
the competition.

Dionisio Pinero, head of the 
Department of Physical education 
and athletics, said the department is 
very proud of those who participated 
in the UniGames this year. 

“it is not only that you excel 
in one area but both—you excel 
in academics and also as student 

varsity athletes,” he shared. 
This year, Unigames was consisted 

of nine sports disciplines, namely, 
volley Ball, tae Kwon Do, table 
tennis, Sepak takraw, Football, 
Chess, Beach volley Ball, Basketball, 
and athletics.

Unigames is a national sports 
competition held annually and 
is organized by UniGames, 
incorporatedtWS

SU Basketball... from page 1

SU students design Buglasan booth
three FiFth year 
architecture students from Silliman 
University designed Dumaguete 
City booth for Buglasan Festival 
2017 last October..

Cay louise Kirit, Paul Konrad 
hupa, and Jerrymar Jamilla 
designed a pedicab-inspired booth 
symbolizing “Byaheng Dumaguete.” 

Kirit said that the idea came 
from the fact that Dumaguete is a 

gateway to many tourist attractions 
in negros Oriental and it is also 
sometimes dubbed as the “City 
of Pedicabs” for having a huge 
population of tricycle drivers. 

The “pedicab booth” was 4meters 
by 4.15meters wide and  3.82 meters 
high. 

“We are thankful for this 
learning experience and the 
opportunity to showcase our God-
given talents to our fellow negros 
Oriental citizens,” Kirat shared.

Buglasan Festival, known as 
“festival of all festivals” of negros 
Oriental showcases the diverse 
culture and tradition of all local 
governments of the province. tWS

Francis  Ryan B.  Pabiania
News Wri ter

Chrisse Martha B.  Gi l lesania
News Wri ter

SAITE opens 60 scholarship slots 
for certificate courses

the SChOOl 
OF aGrO-
inDUStrial     
anD teChniCal 
eDUCatiOn (Saite) is offering 
scholarships to 60 applicants who wish 
to pursue courses in Contact Center 
Services (CCS)  and Cookery. 

Forty slots are available for 
CCS national Certificate ii 
program. Students will be trained 
in communication and computer-
operating skills. They will be later 
assessed by Qualfon.

applicants of CCS nCii must 
submit high school diploma, birth 
certificate as proof of at least 15-year-
old age.

On the other hand, 20 slots are 
available for Cookery national 
Certificate Program ii. They will be 
receiving daily allowance of P60. 

applicants of Cookery nC ii must 
submit high school diploma, birth 
certificate as proof at least 15-year-old 
age, and barangay certificate which 
shows that  the applicant’s family 
annual income is below P300, 000.

Silliman University (SU) will grant 
a certificate of training upon the 
completion of both programs. The 
CCS nC ii course will require 144 
hours while the Cookery nC ii course 
will take up to 40 days. 

 Schedules for the classes will be 5-9 
p.m. from mondays to Fridays and 8 
a.m. to 12 p.m. and 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. on 

Saturdays. 
Classes for CCS 

nC ii will start   
nov. 13, while classes for Cookery nC 
ii will start  as soon as the slots are 
filled up.

So far, 75 scholars have graduated 
this year from the CCS nC ii program 
under the same scholarship. Thirty 
students will also be graduating on 
Dec. 2.

enrolment is ongoing for these two 
certificate programs and will end as 
soon as the slots are filled up. 

applicants are to proceed to the 
Saite office located at the first floor 
of SU Katipunan hall to fill up the 
form and submit the requirements. 
They can also contact Saite office at 
(035) 422-6002 local  363, or e-mail 
saite@su.edu.ph. 

meanwhile, additional 25 
scholarship slots for the program 
animal Production nC ii (Swine) and 
25 slots for animal Production nC ii 
(Poultry) will be offered before the end 
of the year. as of press time, no date has 
been set for the start of enrolment for 
these programs.

These scholarship programs are 
supported by technical education 
and Skills Development authority 
(teSDa) and the Department of 
interior and local Government 
(DilG).

(With reports from meilynne 
Sonjaco)tWS

Known as the Island of Fire, 
Siquijor is known to be the home 
of witches that perform dark 
rituals such as barang or kulam.

Siquijor

Not just for its abundance of 
mangos but Ilo-ilo is also known 
as a place where aswangs live 
among humans like regular 
beings during the day.

iLo-iLo

This “Lost City” is said to be in 
Samar and one can only enter 
when  invited. Once entered, one 
cannot get out.

BiriNgaN city

theraNdomspace:  

Beauty through 
Scared eyeS

Philippines, being an 
archipelagic country, is 
home to islands with unique 
characteristics. This is why there 
are other places known to be 
haunted and scarier than others. 
Here are some places in Visayas 
that are widely known to be home 
to creatures nonhuman.
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